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Abstract
As part of the project on developing methods for removing hydrogen and tritium from the circulation circuits of reactor 
plants with heavy liquid metal coolants, the authors studied the kinetics of bismuth oxide reduction by hydrogen in the 
temperature range of 425–500 °C and hydrogen concentrations of 25–100 vol.%. The kinetic characteristics of the test 
reaction were determined by continuous measurements of the water steam (reaction product) concentration in mixtures 
of hydrogen with helium that passed through a heated reaction vessel with a sample of bismuth oxide. The water steam 
concentration was measured by a thermal-conductivity detector. The obtained time dependences of the bismuth oxide 
reduction degree (with varying reaction conditions) were processed by the affine time transformation method. It was 
also found that the reduction process ran in kinetic mode. The reduction mechanism is the same in the entire tempera-
ture range. The limiting reaction stage is the adsorption of hydrogen on the surface of the bismuth oxide sample. The 
time dependence of the reduction degree is in good agreement with Avrami-Erofeev equation with n = 1. The reaction 
activation energy is 92.8 ± 1.9 kJ/mol. The reduction reaction rate is directly proportional to the concentration of hy-
drogen in its mixture with an inert gas.
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1. Introduction

In recent decades, civil fast reactor plants with he-
avy liquid metal coolants (HLMC) based on lead and 
lead-bismuth eutectic (LBE) alloys have been intense-
ly developed. Both lead and lead-bismuth alloys have 

a number of advantages as compared with other cool-
ants for reactor plants, including, first of all, small fast 
neutron capture cross sections, relatively low melting 
points and high boiling points, and high thermal con-
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ductivity (Orlov et al. 2007, Handbook on Lead-Bis-
muth Eutectic Alloy 2007).

However, there are some difficulties associated with 
their use as coolants. One of the main problems is the in-
teraction of these coolants with oxygen, which can enter 
the circulation circuit when the coolant is loaded or during 
operation in the presence of leaks (Ricapito et al. 2002, Niu 
et al. 2007). The interaction of HLMCs with oxygen results 
in the formation of lead oxide (Kondo et al. 2016), which, 
when excess oxygen is present (above the lead saturation 
line), forms slags, thereby impairing the coolant circulation 
and heat transfer in the core and steam generators.

To clean the circulation circuit from PbO-based slags, a 
hydrogen regeneration method has been developed, which 
consists in feeding mixtures of hydrogen with an inert gas 
to the surface and into the coolant volume (Ricapito et al. 
2002, Martynov et al. 2005). When hydrogen interacts with 
PbO, lead is reduced from it, and the reaction product is 
water steam. The finely dispersed gas phase in the coolant 
flow provides a large area of interaction of the slags with 
hydrogen. As a result of the combined action of these two 
mechanisms, the circuit is effectively cleaned of the slags.

After hydrogen regeneration, a certain amount of hy-
drogen remains in the gas circuit. It can also accumulate 
in the circuit during leaks of the steam generators due to 
the interaction of incoming water steam with impurities 
dissolved in the coolant (primarily iron) (Martynov et 
al. 2005). As the recent experience (the accident at the 
Fukushima Daiichi NPP) has shown, hydrogen poses a 
serious security risk because it can explode when mixed 
with air (i.e., when the circuit is depressurized). In ad-
dition, when the primary circuit materials are irradiated, 
a radioactive isotope of hydrogen (tritium) is formed. 
Therefore, it is necessary to purify the protective gas of 
the primary circuit from hydrogen.

Based on the analysis of various methods for removing 
hydrogen from gaseous media, the specialists of the SSC 
RF-IPPE proposed purifying the protective gas from hy-
drogen by passing it through a special device containing 
heated PbO or Bi2O3 (Ivanov et al. 2013). It is advisable 
to use these substances, since, if they enter the coolant 
during an accident, they do not cause significant changes 
in its physicochemical properties. When interacting with 
PbO or Bi2O3 , hydrogen is oxidized to form water, which 
is removed by condensation in the cold zone of the circuit.

To select the optimal operating conditions for the gas pu-
rifying device (including temperature, gas flow rate through 
the device, purification time), data are needed on the kinet-
ics of the interaction of PbO and Bi2O3 with hydrogen.

The kinetics of PbO reduction by hydrogen was studied 
in our previous works (Ivanov et al. 2015, 2016). The kinet-
ics of reducing bismuth from its oxide by hydrogen was also 
studied earlier in (Chernogorenko and Lynchak 1973, Beres 
et al. 1972). However, the data of these studies regarding the 
qualitative and quantitative characteristics of this process 
kinetics (the limiting reaction stage, activation energy) are 
very different, which makes the present study very relevant.

2. Experimental procedure
2.1. Experimental technique

The kinetics of reducing bismuth oxide samples by hy-
drogen was studied at the facility, the layout of which 
is shown in Fig. 1. The main components of the facility 
are a reaction chamber (1), a chromatograph (2), stain-
less steel gas lines (3), and a signal recording system 
(4). The right side of the reaction chamber is equipped 
with a heater (5); an alundum boat (6) for bismuth oxide 
samples and a piston (7) are located inside the chamber. 
A bismuth oxide sample was placed in a boat located 
in the left unheated part of the reaction chamber, then 
a stream of hydrogen from the cylinder (8) was passed 
through it with a constant flow rate of 50 ml/min, and 
the right part of the chamber was heated to the operating 
temperature. Then with the help of the piston (7) the boat 
with the sample was moved to the right, heated part of 
the reaction chamber. The resulting mixture of hydrogen 
and water steam was fed via a heated gas line (3) to an 
LHM-80 chromatograph with a thermal conductivity de-
tector (2), where its composition was determined. The 
signal recorded from the thermal conductivity detector 
is directly proportional to the water steam concentration 
in the gas.

During the experiments, the temperature in the reaction 
chamber was controlled by a chromel-alumel thermocou-
ple with an accuracy of ± 1 °С. Before the experiments, 
the thermocouple was calibrated over the entire studied 
temperature range; the deviation of the thermocouple 
readings from the true temperature did not exceed 2 °C 
and was taken into account in the calculations.

In the experiments, bismuth oxide was used in the form 
of a powder of the “pure for analysis” grade according 
to GOST 10216-75. The particle size ranged from a few 
micrometers to several tens of micrometers, the crystals 
had a compact shape. The degree of sample purity and 
the shape of sample crystals should be taken into account, 
since the kinetics of heterogeneous reactions very much 
depends on these parameters (Delmon 1972). The pres-
ence of moisture in the bismuth oxide sample led to the 
appearance of a peak in the initial portion of the recorded 
kinetic curve and significantly distorted the shape of this 
portion; therefore, before reduction, the bismuth oxide 
powder was calcined in an alundum crucible in a muf-
fle furnace for 1 h at 500 °C. According to (Risold et al. 
1995), heating the α-form of Bi2O3, which is the only one 
stable under normal conditions, at 500 °C both in an inert 
atmosphere and in air does not lead to a change in the 
composition and crystal structure of the sample. We found 
that during calcination the main part of moisture is re-
moved from the sample, and the peak due to its presence 
is not recorded.

To determine the dependence of the bismuth oxide re-
duction rate on the volumetric hydrogen concentration 
in the gas, mixtures of hydrogen with helium, instead of 
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pure hydrogen, were fed into the reaction chamber. He-
lium was chosen as an inert “diluent,” since a thermal 
conductivity detector (built into the chromatograph) was 
used to analyze the moisture content in the gas passing 
through the reaction chamber; helium has a thermal con-
ductivity close to that of hydrogen and, therefore, does 
not significantly affect the sensitivity of the detector and 
the linear dependence of the detector signal on the mois-
ture content. Gases were supplied from cylinders with 
a constant flow rate through rotameters, mixed, and the 
resulting mixture of a required composition was supplied 
to the reaction vessel and to the reference channel of the 
thermal conductivity detector. The total gas flow rate 
through the reaction vessel in each experiment was 50 
ml/min. The rotameters were calibrated over the entire 
range of gas flow rates (0–50 ml/min) against a foam 
flow meter. The error in determining the gas flow rate 
was ± 1 ml/min.

2.2. Methods for processing measurement results

The considered reduction reaction of Bi2O3 by hydrogen 
is determined by the equation

2 3 2 2Bi O 3H 2Bi 3H O+ = + . (1)

The main kinetic characteristic of the heterogeneous 
reaction under consideration is the time dependence of the 
degree of Bi2O3 reduction (kinetic curve). The degree of 
reduction α is equal to the percentage ratio of the mass of 
the reacted Βι2O3 to the initial mass of Bi2O3:

2 3 2 3

0
Bi O   Bi O100· /m mα = . (2)

As was already mentioned, the signal recorded from 
the thermal conductivity detector is directly proportional 
to the water steam concentration in the gas:

2H O·I h c= , (3)

where I is the detector current, mA; cH2O is the mass con-
centration of water steam, g/l; h is the proportional factor.

Multiplying the concentration of water steam by the 
gas flow rate through the facility V (l/h), we can obtain the 
rate of water formation υH20, g/h:

2
H O

· /� . (4)

The mass of water released at time t can be determined 
from the ratio

2H O 0

· ( )( )
t V I tm t dt

h
=  ∫ . (5)

In accordance with the stoichiometry of reaction (1), 
the mass of the reacted Bi2O3 is determined by the ratio

( )2 3 2 3 2 2Bi O Bi O H O H O( ) · / 3·m t M m M= , (6)

where M Bi2O3 and M H2O are the molar masses of Bi2O3 
and water, respectively. By substituting (5) into (6), and 
taking into account (2), we can obtain an expression for 
the time dependence of the Bi2O3 reduction degree:

( )2 3 2 2 3

0
Bi O H O Bi O0

· ( )( ) 100· · / 3· ·
t V I tt M dt M m

h
α = ∫ . (7)

To compare the shapes of the kinetic curves as well 
as to determine the reaction activation energy and the 
dependence of the reaction rate on the partial pressure 
of hydrogen, the affine time transformation method was 
used (Ivanov et al. 2015, 2016). This method consists in 
changing the time scale for one of the time dependences 
of the reduction degree, leading to a combination with 
another time dependence of the reduction degree ob-
tained under other conditions (at a different temperature 
or other partial pressure of hydrogen). The transforma-
tion occurs by multiplying the time t in the kinetic curve 
equation by the affine transformation coefficient f. The 
value of the affine transformation coefficient for two ki-
netic curves at a given value of the reduction degree can 
be found by the formula

1, 2,/f t tα α α= , (8)

where α is the reduction degree; ti, is the time during 
which the reduction degree is achieved in the case of the 
i-th curve.

The values of the affine transformation coefficients for 
different reduction degrees may slightly differ, for exam-
ple, due to the measurement error when the signal from 
the detector is recorded. It is possible to calculate the av-
erage value of the affine transformation coefficient for the 
two kinetic curves used in this paper:

100 1
0

2

( ) /100
( )

tf d
t
α α
α

= ∫ . (9)

Figure 1. Facility for studying the kinetics of bismuth oxide re-
duction by hydrogen: 1. Reaction chamber; 2. Chromatograph; 3. 
Heated gas line; 4. Signal recording unit; 5. Furnace; 6. Sample 
boat and a thermocouple; 7. Quartz piston; 8. Hydrogen cylinder.
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3. Experimental result
3.1 Reduction thermodynamics

The Gibbs energy of reaction (1) is determined by the re-
lation

( )0
2 3 0 22

0 0
,Bi ,O H O HH O

3 , 3· · ·ln /m m mG G G R T p p
 

∆ = ∆ −∆ + , (10)

where Т is the temperature (in kelvins). According to (Ri-
sold et al. 1995, Oniyama and Wahlbeck 1988), α-Βι2O3 
is a thermodynamically stable form of bismuth oxide in 
the studied temperature range 425–500 °С; therefore, the 
Gibbs energy of the formation of this form of Bi2O3 was 
used in the calculations. Based on the data on the tempe-
rature dependences of the Gibbs energy of the formation 
of α-Bi2O3 (Jacob and Mansoor 2016) and water (Wicks 
and Block 1963) from equation (10), the Gibbs energy of 
reaction (1) was calculated:

( )2 2

0 1
H O H, kJ·mol 886.4 0.1278· 3· · ·ln /mG T R T p p−∆ = − − + . (11)

The criterion for establishing the thermodynamic equi-
librium in the system is the equality of the Gibbs energy of 
the reaction to zero. Hence, using (11), we can obtain the 
criterion for establishing the equilibrium of reaction (1):

2 2H O H/ exp[(886.4 0.1278· )] / (3· · )p p T R T= + . (12)

According to equation (12), the equilibrium ratio 
of partial pressures of water steam and hydrogen for 
reaction (1) is 2.23 × 1024 at a temperature of 425 °C 
and 1.59 × 1022 at 500 °C. At lower values of this ratio, 
the Gibbs energy of reaction (1) takes a negative val-
ue and the reaction proceeds spontaneously. This is true 
for the experimental conditions of this work, since the 
maximum recorded partial pressure of the water steam 
formed during Bi2O3 reduction did not exceed 0.1 atm 
(at 500 °C and a hydrogen partial pressure of 1 atm at 
the initial moment of reduction), while the minimum 
created partial pressure of hydrogen was 0.26 atm. The 
Bi2O3 reduction process should be complete, which is 
confirmed by direct measurement of the weight of the 
samples before and after the reduction reaction with an 
accuracy of ± 0.005 g; the measurement showed that bis-
muth oxide was completely reduced to metallic bismuth 
in all experiments.

3.2. Reduction kinetics

First, it is necessary to consider the effect of the reduced 
Bi2O3 powder layer thickness and sample heating during 
the reduction reaction on the reaction rate. It was found 
that the powder layer thickness in the alundum boat does 
not affect the kinetics of the reduction process. Thus, a 
change in the sample weight from 0.25 to 1 g, while the 
length and width of the powder layer is maintained (1.5 
and 1.0 cm, respectively), did not affect the shape of the 

time dependence of the reduction degree at a temperatu-
re of 500 °C; therefore, it can be assumed that the stage 
of diffusion of the reagents (reaction products) through 
the powder layer does not limit the reaction rate (Barret 
1975). It should be noted that the water steam generated 
during the Bi2O3 reduction reaction also does not affect 
the reaction rate, since, when the Bi2O3 sample weight 
changes, the amount of water steam released during the 
reaction changes, which, however, does not cause discre-
pancies in the shape of the kinetic curves obtained for the 
samples of different weights.

To determine the thermal effect of the reduction reac-
tion on the sample temperature, 1 g of Bi2O3 was reduced 
by hydrogen at 500 °C, and a thermocouple was placed in 
the center of the sample in a thin-walled alundum sheath. 
No deviations of the sample temperature from the fur-
nace operating temperature were recorded, which allows 
us to consider the heat-release effect on the reaction rate 
to be negligible.

Figure 2 shows the time dependences of the Bi2O3 re-
duction degree obtained for various values of the reduc-
tion temperature. All the dependencies are combined with 
an affine time transformation for a reduction temperature 
of 425 °C; the plot also shows the equation of the approx-
imating curve for this temperature. In the general case, the 
equation of the approximating curve has the form

( ) 100·(1 exp[ · ])t k tα = − − , (13)

where k is the coefficient depending on the temperature, 
partial pressure of hydrogen, and qualitative characte-
ristics of the Bi2O3 sample (specific surface, crystal sur-
face structure).

Expression (13) formally corresponds to Avrami-Erofeev 
equation for the exponent n = 1 (Allnatt and Jacobs 1968):

( )( ) 100· 1 exp · nt k tα  = − −  . (14)

It was noted in (Polyvyanny et al. 1973) that an equa-
tion similar to (13) approximately describes the kinetics of 
Bi2O3 reduction by carbon monoxide at the initial stage. In 
contrast to these data, a linear time dependence of Bi2O3 
reduction by hydrogen was found in (Beres et al. 1972) for 
the temperature range of 350–500 °С, but the reaction was 
carried out only to the reduction degree of 2–8%.

The rate of the heterogeneous chemical reaction is di-
rectly proportional to the first time derivative of the re-
duction degree (Barret 1975). Differentiating equation 
(13) with respect to time, and taking into account (2), we 
find the expression for the dependence of the Bi2O3 reduc-
tion rate on the reduction time:

2 3 2 3

0

Bi O Bi O
( ) · ·exp[ · ]t m k k t� � � , (15)

where υΒι2O3 (t) is the Bi2O3 reduction rate, g/h. Thus, 
the Bi2O3 reduction rate and, in accordance with reacti-
on equation (1), the rate of hydrogen removal from the 
protective gas decreases exponentially with time. The k 
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coefficient value for these reduction conditions can be de-
termined by mathematical processing of the data, plotting 
the dependence dα/dt(α). The slope of the obtained linear 
relationship is equal to the desired k value.

A satisfactory combination of the kinetic curves during 
the affine time transformation suggests that the Bi2O3 reduc-
tion mechanism is the same in the entire studied temperature 
range (Barret 1975), and we can proceed to determine the 
reduction reaction activation energy. The activation energy 
was determined by the affine time transformation method, 
since the average value of the affine transformation coeffi-
cient is directly proportional to the k coefficient of equations 
(13) and (15) (Ivanov et al. 2015, Barret 1975).

The logarithmic dependence of the affine transfor-
mation coefficient on the inverse temperature is shown 
in Fig. 3. The obtained activation energy value is 92.8 
± 1.9 kJ/mol. A close activation energy value was found 
in (Beres et al. 1972) (90 kJ/mol). According to (Havlik 
2008), when the process proceeds in kinetic mode, the ac-
tivation energy assumes a value of more than 42 kJ/mol 
and, therefore, it can be assumed that in the case of the 
reaction studied in this work the reduction also occurs in 
kinetic mode. The activation energy value found in (Cher-
nogorenko and Lynchak 1973) for the range of reduction 
temperatures of 300–450 °C differs greatly from the val-
ues presented and is equal to 41.6 kJ/mol; the authors 
conclude that the reaction of bismuth oxide reduction 
by hydrogen proceeds in mixed mode. Based on the data 
obtained, we can write the equation for the temperature 
dependence of the k coefficient as follows:

( ) ·exp[ 92800 / ( · )]k T b R T= − , (16)

where b is the coefficient depending on the partial pressu-
re of hydrogen in the gas, the specific surface area of the 
sample and the surface structure; R is the universal gas 
constant; T is the temperature (in kelvins).

To determine the dependence of the bismuth oxide 
reduction rate on the hydrogen concentration in the gas, 
Bi2O3 was reduced by helium-hydrogen mixtures with a 
volumetric hydrogen content of 26, 52, 76, and 100 %. The 
obtained time dependences of the reduction degree are sat-
isfactorily combined with an affine time transformation.

The dependence of the reduction rate (i.e., the affine 
transformation coefficient proportional to it) on the vol-
ume concentration of hydrogen is well described by a 
straight line passing through the origin of coordinates 
(Fig. 4). Therefore, the reduction rate is directly propor-
tional to the hydrogen concentration. Hence, we can write 
the following expression for the b coefficient

2H·b c p= , (17)

where c is the constant for a given Bi2O3 sample, depen-
ding on its specific surface and surface structure; it can be 

Figure 2. Time dependences of the Bi2O3 reduction degree 
obtained at various temperatures and combined by an affine 
time transformation with the dependence obtained at 425 °C. 
The solid line is the approximation of the obtained depen-
dences by the exponential function (R2 is the approximation 
confidence coefficient).

Figure 3. Dependence of ln(f) on (RT)–1 for the bismuth oxide 
powder reduction by hydrogen. T in kelvins (R2 is the approxi-
mation confidence coefficient).

Figure 4. Dependence of the affine transformation coefficient f 
on the volume concentration of hydrogen CH2 at a bismuth oxide 
reduction temperature of 500 °C (R2 is the approximation con-
fidence coefficient).
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determined by calculating the k coefficient for an arbitrary 
dependence dα/dt(α) obtained at a temperature Т and a 
partial pressure of hydrogen pH2, and using relations (16) 
and (17). Thus, using the value of k = 1.87 ∙ 10–4 s –1 found 
for Bi2O3 at a temperature of 425 °C and pH2 = 100 kPa, we 
find c = 0.0164 s–1Pa –1.

A dependence similar to equation (17) was found in 
(Chernogorenko and Lynchak 1973). The obtained depen-
dence, in accordance with general ideas about the kinetics 
of heterogeneous processes (Barret 1975), indicates that 
the limiting reaction stage is the adsorption of hydrogen 
on the surface of Bi2O3.

4. Conclusion

The authors studied the kinetics of bismuth oxide reduc-
tion by hydrogen. The activation energy of the reduction 
process is 92.8 ± 1.9 kJ/mol, i.e., the reaction rate is hig-
hly dependent on temperature. Due to this, it is advisable 
to purify the gas of the circulation circuit from hydrogen 
at an elevated temperature of about 500 °C. The time de-
pendence of the bismuth oxide reduction degree is des-
cribed by Avrami-Erofeev equation with a power factor 
n = 1. The reduction rate linearly depends on the parti-

al pressure of hydrogen in the gas. The resulting kinetic 
equation obtained by generalizing relations (13), (16) and 
(17) has the following form:

( ) { }2 2H H, , 100· 1 exp · ·exp( 92800 / ( · ))·t T p c p R T tα  = − − −  . (18)

The obtained kinetic equation will be further used to cal-
culate and optimize the device for purifying gas from hydro-
gen in a circulation circuit with heavy liquid metal coolants.
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